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I. INTRODUCTION 

The relational databases(RDBMS) play a major role in this information age. The RDBMS are using in 

numerous applications across various domains.  The repetitive tasks can be implemented   through various 

technologies and tools available and producing enormous amount of data. The data generated by these 

applications are stored in a database. The databases will store and retrieve data more efficiently and effectively. 

The standards made by Unicode consortium helps data can be stored in various languages. The database 

vendors brought the feature of internalization and localization capabilities to cater the needs of various native 

languages. This helps the various departments of larger organizations to store data in their local native language 

databases. The schemas of these databases created by various departments are differ in structure but 

semantically they are equivalent. The retrieving the data from these semantically equivalent multilingual 

databases [1] data and presenting to the end user is not a straight away using a query step [2-4,6-7]. The 

metadata available in these database repositories is helpful to retrieve the data efficiently. The wordnets [5] are 

available   for most of the languages. The language wordnet helpful to find the semantic equivalent words of the 

given word. The task of retrieving the semantic data from   different Indian language databases is a topic of 

interest by researchers. This paper proposes a framework which accepts keyword from the end user and 

translates in to various native Indian languages using the industry standard tools. The translated keyword can be    

fed to a wordnet to find the different semantic equivalent words. Each word will be taken as an input look at the 

metadata of the database in search of a table for the translated word and tries to interpret the structure of the 

table. Once a suitable table is find then generate query and execute the   query, retrieve the information of 

interest. The results of the automatically generated query helpful the naïve users of their knowledge of the data 

model. The end user become aware of the centralized results.   

 

II. RELATED WORK 

The authors in [8] presented a model to retrieve the information from of English language databases which are 

semantically equivalent and reported the results at the centralized location. The authors [9] used protégé tool to 

create sports ontology in the first step. Next with the help of Stanford parser to build the query tree of the user 

input. Using the wordnet find the semantic equivalent words for the key word present in the parse tree and 

generate semantic query and retrieve the data from the sports domain. The authors [10] used wordnet to explore 

equivalent semantic words of metadata which extracted from query logs. That helps the single query can be 

expanded as multiple semantic equivalent queries to extract the data from databases. The authors in [11] used 

key-mantic the natural language technique for processing of information using the key word from RDBMS. The 

key-mantic generates semantic words of the given keyword using the intrinsic weight matrix and aggregate 

functions to find the proximity of words to rebuild the query as semantic equivalent queries. In [12] the authors 

used Pseudo relevance feedback method for query expansion using wordnet to find semantic key words and 
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extract information from informational retrieval systems. In [13] The authors suggested method to implement 

wordnet for Malayalam language using MySQL data base.  

 

III. PROPOSED MODEL 

 
Fig.1 The Proposed framework. 

 

The transactional data bases are developed using RDBMS data model, these databases are no longer confined to 

many operational inconsistencies across many manipulations. The designers of these databases done on the 

structure of the data model. The structure of the data model   has an influence to derive some inference. Hence, 

the language of the schema    does not have any manner in information extraction, if the schema is the same. 

The idea directed the   designers of the database to include the localization and internalization issues in 

databases. The third-party software helps the end-user to retrieve the data from multi language. In the proposed 

model the end user works with the native language without any worry to the language of the data base 

implemented. The query generation is a straight forward step replacing the key word of the source query 

mapped on to the semantically equivalent target language query. The word net is helpful to find synonyms for 

the given input word. Wordnet is a lexical database for the language chosen. The wordnet have synsets, 

hypernym, holonomy, homonymy. The synsets are useful to find the synonyms for the given word, which are 

semantically equivalent.  

 

3.1 Framework 

The detail description of the proposed framework in Figure -1 given in this subsection. The first layer of the 

model is graphical user interface where user can enter the input keyword. The second layer is the translator 

which translates the keyword into different Indian languages. Occasionally there is a chance to given word may 

not be mapped to the target language In those cases the third layer consists of wordnets of native language 

which helps to find the semantically equivalent words for the given key word. Each semantic word of the 

wordnet is validated using the look up database and the semantic word does not exist then the word will be 

discarded. The semantic words given by wordnet are checked with the metadata of the target database to find 

the table to generate equivalent semantic query.  Using the generated query access the data of the various data 

models of the target language and retrieve information from these data models and presented to the end user. 

Graphical user interface 

The interface is prompts the end user to input the keyword of the information extraction    and display the 

results of the queries executed to the end user. 

Translator 

This layer translates the input key words into the multilingual words using the Microsoft translator. The 

translator finds the equivalent word in target language maintained. Then the model validates translated word 

with the lookup database. Then the metadata of the target database to find the table for the translated word and 

the availability of the table name for corresponding to the translated word.  It is evident that the database 

schema consists of semantically equivalent information then next step is involved. 

Wordnet  
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The next layer is wordnet which is a lexical database for the language chosen and extracts the synonyms of the 

given keyword. The wordnet acts as mapper to map the given input keyword into equivalent words which are 

semantically equivalent words. 

Query Generator 

 Then the framework checks the target language database   metadata for the availability of the table with the 

synonym and recreate the query to execute in the target language database. If the search for each keyword is 

success, then framework generates the query corresponding to the given word. 

Databases 

The databases of different institutions holds the semantic data of the key word in different structures. 

 

IV.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The proposed experiments done for the education domain. The data stored in the databases of the different 

institutions across India. If the user interested in student information maintained by different colleges in their 

local languages. The translator translates the given input key word in to  three target languages  namely Telugu, 

Hindi and Kannada. The fig 2 the input word is „छात्र’  in hindi the synonyms for the given keyword are  

विद्यार्थी  , शिष्य  , चलेा  , अनुयायी . The keyword is translated in to telugu and and 

kannada and find the synonyms of the target language database using wordnet or dictionary. The sysnonyms 

extracted from the dictionary are useful to finding the table existence in the database of any college using the 

metadata available in the database. Once the table existed in the database , the information  is  extracted using 

the semantically equivalent query and presented to the end user  shown in the fig3 .  

The f ig 4  the input key word is 'ECE' 

Fig 5 the result of  the input keyword 'ECE'  and slected from these   semantically equivalent databses and 

preseted the results to the end user.  

 

 
Fig 2: Input string Student equivalent word in Hindi as an input 

 

 

         
Fig3: Output for the word in different Indian languages 

 

 
Fig input key word “ECE‟ 
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Fig-5 Output for the key word „ECE‟ 

 

V.   CONCLUSION 

This paper presented an architectural framework for extraction of information from Indian language databases. 

The structural stability of the SQL is exploited by this framework to translate the native language query into the 

target language SQL query through an exhaustive search mechanism. This paper considered Hindi as the native 

language and Kannada and Telugu as target languages while translating one SQL statement into another. The 

results of the generated query are presented at a centralized location.   
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